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THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AMD SMELTING 00* OF CANADA LIMITED

GARRISON TWP. CLAIMS 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY FEBRUARY 20, 1947

PURPOSE AMD CONCLUSIONS

1) The geophysical (magnetometer survey) and necessary 
related work were done during the 1946 field season* The purposes 
of the survey were: (i) to extend the several contacts revealed 
in geological mapping and in particular to delimit the north 
contact of the easterly extension of the "Porcupine Break"j (ii) to 
meet assessment requirements on the claims for one year; (lil) to 
investigate magnetically the extensive covered areas which comprise 
about 95# of the claims.

2) Most of the contacts are believed to have been fairly 
accurately determined* However, considerable difficulty was 
encountered in outlining the north contact of the "porcupine ;Break" 
because of the presence of an extremely magnetic band of iron 
formation in the sediments about 300t north of this contact which 
produces a very high anomaly obscuring the sediments - shear zone 
contact anomaly* .

Work credits in connection with the survey are sufficient 
to comply with the assessment requirements -ion all the claims for 
one year*

PROPIORTY

The property consists of the following ten unsurveyed 
claims; NOB* 38949 - 50 - 51, 43376 -77-78-79-80-81 and 
45337, having a total area of approximately 310 acres*

3* OWNERSHIP

4* LOCATION

The claims are entirely owned by Consolidated.

La t. 480 30* Long* 800 00*

The claims are located in Oarrison Township, Larder Lake 
Mining Division, District of Cochrane j Province of Ontario* 
Matheson, the nearest town, is 28 miles west and may be reached 
by a secondary road now under construction*

These claims adjoin the Company-held Oarroon claims 
on the west and north*

The claims are covered for the most part with a thick 
growth of scrub poplar, birch and alder, but on the three west 
claims Nos. 38949 - 50 and 51 there is much large spruce up to 14* 
in diameter.

Garrison Creek, with a winter flow of approximately l 
3000 gallons per minute, crosses the west part of the property from 
south to north practically throughout its length.

5* HISTORY

Claims 38949 - 50 and 51 were staked in the fall of 
1939; claims 43376 - 77-78 - 79 -80 and 81 were staked in 
May, 1944; and claim 45337 re-staked in the early spring of 1945.

Previous work consisted in prospecting and trenching as 
annual assessment work and 293* of diamond drilling in one hole 
in the north-east corner of claim 38950 in October,1941 j and
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802* of drilling in the syenite porphyry plug in the south 
east corner of claim 43380 in Ootober,1944*

5. METHOD

Control for the magnetometer survey was obtained from 
north-south cross lines, totalling 53,000* at 300* intervals along 
east-west base lines throughout all the claims in the group. 
A total of 665 readings of vertical magnetic intensity were made 
at intervals of 100* along the north-south cross lines*

All magnetic values were referred to an arbitrarily chosen 
Jba.se station^located 100* east of #1 post, claim L-43376 in an 
"area underlain by syenite porphyry* This bas* station was read 
approximately every two hours to determine diurnal variations*

Field control stations were established at two other 
convenient locations and they were tied into the main control 
(or base) station*

The instrument used was our own Wolfson (Askania type) 
vertical magnetometer* The sensitivity G was set at 24.48 per 
scale division and the temperature coefficient (To) at +S8 per/ 
degree centigrade increase in temperature* ,7?

INTERPRETATION

The field station readings of vertical magnetic intensity 
were corrected for temperature and diurnal variations and then 
referred to the main control (base) station which was given 
an arbitrarily chosen value of zero gamma, and then calculated 
to the nearest 5 gammas* The resulting values in gammas were 
plotted on a plan having a scale of l* B 200 feet* The probable 
error of the readings is ^ 15 gammas*

Isomagnetic contours were drawn at 100 gamma intervals 
from the plotted readings.

Strikes of the several formations are clearly indicated 
by the contours and these are seen to be generally practically 
due east-west*

Several profiles were drawn normal to the contours and 
contacts were determined from the inflection points of the 
resulting curves.

Calculations from the magnetic data show the depth of 
overburden in the shear zone area to be approximately 100* *

^

APPENDIX
References;
(i) Geological report on Garrcon and Garrison Township 

claims by M*C*Gardiner, dated Nov.21,1945.

(ii) progress reports, 1939-1945

M'TACHMMTS;
Coloured plan showing isomagnetic contours and inferred 
geology* Scale l" s 200 feet*

Signed; . **

Haileybury,0nt*
February 20,1947
cc LVB, COS, WGJ,JUP, LWO

Endor sed by j
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GARRISON'TOWNSHIP CLAIMS DEVELOPMENT

Sheet No.l

Date

June

July

Aug. 
Sept.

Octi

Nov. 
Dec*

January 23rd, 1947 

Description of Material or Labor Labor Material Miso.

P.C.Badgley June expense account
L. V. Bell June expense account
Staff Payroll (loaded labour)
J. Richardson June expense account
Groceries
Transportation
G.G.L.Henderson expense account
Staff Payroll (loaded labour)
Groceries
P.C*Badgley July expense account
J.Richardson July expense account
L.V.Bell July expense account
Groceries
A.W.Moore Sept. expense account
Staff Payroll (loaded labour)
B.W.Marcotte Sept expense account
P.C.Badgley Sept.expense account
A.W.Moore - Line cutting contract
Inspiration Min.fc Develop.Co.Ltd.
Board charged for Badgley,Thomas Se Moore
T.Thomas Sept. expense account
Staff Payroll (loaded labour)
G.Skirrow-Line cutting contract
T.Thomas October expense account
Inspiration Min. fe Develop.Co.Ltd*
Board charged for Thomas,Skirrow

and Tarnbeau
G.Skirrow-Line cutting contract 
Drafting and colouring geology maps 
Inspiration Mining fc Develop.Co.Ltd.

143.33

177.17

7.69

16.33

3.00

188.22

186.32

2PjmBoard charged for Thomas, Skirrow 
Staff Payroll (loaded labour) 
T. Thomas Nov. expense account 
T.Thomas Dec. expense account 
Drafting charges 
Staff payroll (loaded labour) 
Inspiration Min. Se Develop.Oo.Ltd. 
Board charged for Richardson A Thomas 
proportion of M.G.C.General Overhead

Total Labour 

Total Material 

Total Miscellaneous

Total year-to-date expenditure

258*80

338.29

1,292*13

27*02

737,90

3,057.05

16*75 
2.95

7.35

10.00
21.75

27*52
11.98
5.45

11.25

24.43 
12.51 
50.Of

11.25
16.40

97.50
5.30

32.50 
15*00 
10*08;

20.00'j

6.7oi| 
7.50i| 
1.63

60.00
252.10

27*02 737

Deleted from Expenditures as shown as per report of work

Affidavit

I, J. M. Pcwelson, of the Town of Haileybury, Exploration 
Superintendent, The Consolidated Mining Se. Smelting Co., Ltd., de hereby 
swear that the above is a true and correct accounting of the expenses 
incurred by the Consolidated Mining fc Smelting Co.,Ltd, for the purpose 
of a geophysical survey of claims in Garrison Township between the dates 
of I June 1946 to 31 December 1946.

SWORN beforoK me, II February

1949 - A*
o/.
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THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMSLTING CO. OF CANADA LIMITED

SOUTH GARRISON CLAIMS

GEOLOGICAL b GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OCTOBER 21,1946 .

PURPOSE Se CONCLUSIONS:

A magnetometer survey was conducted on.the property 
from July 31st to August 15th, 1946. The purpose of the 
survey was two-fold (1) to meet the assessment require 
ments on the claims for one year, and (2) to outline the 
granite-greenstone contact known to exist somewhere on the 
east claims*

Y/ork credits in connection with the survey are sufficient 
to comply with the assessment requirements on all the claims 
for one year* -

It is believed that the granite-greenstone contact was 
fairly accurately determined.

2. PROPERTY:

The property consists of the following eleven unsurvey- 
ed claims: Nos. L-39523-24-25-86-27 and L-39506-07-08 
L-39509-10-11, having a total area of 270*0 acres.

3. OWNERSHIP:

The claims are entirely owned by "Consolidated."

4. LOCATION:

Lat. 480 30* Long 800 PO'

The claims are located in Garrison Township.
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LOCATION - oont'd

Larder Lake Mining Division, District of Cochrane, 
Province of Ontario* Matheson, the nearest town, is thirty- 
two miles west and it may be reached by a poor motor road.

Jackpine and spruce up to 14" diameter occur on the 
sand plains in the west portion of the claims and large size 
poplar on the rocky ridges on the two east claims*

Garrison creek crosses the property from its south* 
west corner to its north-east corner* .

5. HISTORY:

The claims were staked in August and September,1940.

Previous work consisted of prospecting and trenching 
in 1940, and 375* of diamond drilling in one hold (D.D.Hole #5) 
in the south-west corner of claim L-39525 in 1941*

6. GEOLOGY:

See memorandum of South Garrison group by l*V*Bell, 
dated Feb. 22nd, 1946.

This group of claims lies astride the south-west contact 
of a large granite stock intrusive into Keewatin volcanics which, 
here, are mainly andesites* The two eastern claims (L-39523 and 
L-39524) are believed to be underlain entirely by granite* This 
granite stock is generally regarded as having provided the 
source of the gold-bearing mineralization in the area, such as at 
Buffonta Mines.

Recent drilling by Hoyle Mining Co* on their Garrison 
Creek property, which adjoins South Garrison to the north, has 
fairly well established the position of the south contact of the 
Porcupine-Destor fault zone about 2500' north of the north boundary 
of our group.

Heavy sand overburden covers the western portion of the 
claims and apart from a few small outcrops of granite on the two 
east claims (L-39523 and L-39524), no rook outcrops were located 
elsewhere on the property.

To date no deposits carrying gold values of any consequence 
have been found on this group* On the adjoining Adams claim 
(L-37323) drilling by Consolidated in 1941 out 1*2* of mineralized 
material assaying 0*04 oz. gold* This was the only intersection 
which carried any gold values in the 1391* of drilling by Consolidat 
ed.

Previous reports by Company engineers dated July 27,1941 
inferred from Consolidated*s drilling on the Adams? Claim that the 
granite dips at a flat angle to the west and that to the west of the 
granite the diabase dips steeply to the east, thus forming a shallow 
wedge of the favorable volcanics. No justification was found for 
this inference because the survey showed that the granite contact 
dips west at a high angle and the diabase (diorite) is only a small 
local body as shown on the accompanying plan*
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7* METHOD;

The magnetometer survey was conducted on all of our 
eleven claims plus the adjoining Adams claim #L-37323. The 
reason for including this latter one was to obtain Geological ^ 
control for the survey from the 1016* of diamond drilling done 
on the claim, for, as stated above, practically no rock outcrops 
occur in our group*

An east-west base line was run for 5260' across the 
entire length of the property and from this north-south picket 
lines, totalling 23,400* were run off at 600* intervals* Between 
these north-south picket lines chain and compass traverses were 
run for a total length of 21,300** A total of 624 readings of 
vertical magnetic intensity were made at intervals of.100* along 
the north-south cross lines. Wherever succeeding readings 
differed by more than approximately 300 gammas the interval was 
halved.

The sensitivity of the instrument was set at 25*6 gammas 
per scale division and the temperature coefficient is five 
gammas per degree centigrade. -

All values were referred to an arbitrarily chosen base 
station located near the camp in claim L-39508 in an area underlain 
by volcanics. This base station was read approximately every two 
hours to determine diurnal variations and field readings were 
corrected accordingly.

8. INTEBPKB.TATION:

The field station readings were corrected for temperature 
and diurnal variations and then referred to the base station which 
was given an arbitrarily chosen value of 1000 gammas. The resulting 
values in gammas were plotted on a plan having a sc'ale of l* e 200 ft.

Isomagnetic contours were drawn at 100 gamma intervals 
from the plotted readings*

Areas underlain by granite gave uniformly low readings 
of less than minus 800 gammas. Diorite, which was intersected in 
D*D.Holes #1 Se 2, claim L-37323, gave readings varying from
400 gammas to 1500 gammas.

Areas underlain by volcanics gave very variable readings 
from -800 gammas to positive off-scale. This includes the range 
of diorite readings, hence, with the very limited geological control l 
some difficulty in interpretation is caused by the overlapping 
readings given by the two dissimilar rook types. However, from the 
form of the contours possible diorite bodies can generally be 
distinguished from volcanic areas.

In the andesite outcrop in the extreme south-west corner 
of the group some fine, secondary magnetite was noted. This would 
account for the very high readings over the volcanics in some 
areas.

The granite-greenstone contact as shown on the accompanying 
plan is seen to be very irregular which may give the property 
added structural significance*

In the vicinity of the north east corner of claim L-39507 
the overburden is probably very heavy as may be inferred from the 
generally very low readings in this area.
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APPENDIX:

Reference st;

i) Memorandum by L*V*Bell, dated Feb.22,1946 
ii) Progress ft Mine Series Reports, 1940-41

Attachments: Plan showing Isomagnetic contours, scale
l" s 800t

Signed: James Richardson

Haileybury, Ont* 
October 21st,1946

Endorsed by: L* Vt Bell

t

Copies: LVJ3 
COS 
WGJ

l 
l 
l 
l
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